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(57) ABSTRACT 

[Control of a loop of a ?ber-channel arbitrated-loop serial 
communications channel is maintained (i.e., the loop con 
nection is held open) as long as a minimum amount of data, 
Which optionally is determined by programming (called a 
“programmable amount of data”), is available for 
transmission, in order to reduce the overall amount of time 
spent arbitrating for control of the loop. The improved 
communications channel system includes a channel node 
having one or more ports, each port supporting a ?ber 
channel arbitrated-loop serial communications channel loop, 
Wherein each port arbitrates for control of that port’s 
attached channel loop. The system also includes an 
arbitration-and-control apparatus to reduce arbitrated-loop 
overhead, Wherein control of the channel loop, once control 
is achieved by arbitration, is maintained by the arbitration 
and-control apparatus as long as a predetermined amount of 
data is available Within control of the node. In addition, a 
method to reduce arbitrated-loop overhead is 
described.]Control of a serial communications path is main 
tained (i.e., the connection is held open) as long as a 
minimum amount ofdata, which optionally is determined by 
programming (called a r‘programmable amount ofdata ”), is 
available for transmission, in order to reduce the overall 
amount of time spent opening the connection to the serial 
communications path. The system includes a serial device 
having n ports (where n equals one or more), each port 
supporting a serial communications path. Each port arbi 
tratesfor control ofthat port ’s attached serial communica 
tions path. The system also includes an arbitration-and 
control apparatus, wherein control of the serial 
communications path, once control is achieved, is main 
tained by the arbitration-and-control apparatus as long as 
a predetermined amount of data is available within control 
of the serial device. In addition, a method to reduce con 
nection overhead is described. 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS TO REDUCE 
SERIAL COMMUNICATIONS PATH 

CONNECTION OVERHEAD 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci? 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

This application claims the bene?t under 35 USC 119(e) 
of US. Provisional Application Ser. No. 60/065,920 ?led 
Nov. 17, 1997, US. Provisional Application Ser. No. 
60/065,926 ?led Nov. 17, 1997, US. Provisional Applica 
tion Ser. No. 60/065,919 ?led Nov. 17, 1997, and US. 
Provisional Application Ser. No. 60/067,211 ?led Dec. 1, 
1997. 

This application is related to the following applications 
?led on even data herewith, each of which is incorporated by 
reference:“Method and Dedicated Frame Buifer for Loop 
Initialization and Responses” by Judy Lynn Westby, 
“Method and Dedicated Frame Buifers for Receiving 
Frames” by Judy Lynn Westby, and “Method and Apparatus 
for Using CRC for Data Integrity in On-Chip Memory” by 
Judy Lynn Westby. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to the ?eld of mass-storage 
devices. More particularly, this invention relates to an 
improved ?ber-channel arbitrated-loop (“FC-AL”) appara 
tus and method to reduce arbitrated-loop overhead by keep 
ing control of a loop when a minimum amount of data is 
available within control of a node. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

One key component of any computer system is a device 
to store data. Computer systems have many different devices 
where data can be stored. One common place for storing 
massive amounts of data in a computer system is on a disc 
drive. The most basic parts of a disc drive are a disc that is 
rotated, an actuator that moves a transducer to various 
locations over the disc, and circuitry that is used to write and 
read data to and from the disc. The disc drive also includes 
circuitry for encoding data so that it can be successfully 
retrieved from and written to the disc surface. A micropro 
cessor controls most of the operations of the disc drive, in 
addition to passing the data back to the requesting computer 
and taking data from a requesting computer for storing to the 
disc. 

The interface for transferring data between the disc drive 
and the rest of the computer system is typically a bus or 
channel, such as the Small Computer Systems Interface 
(“SCSI”), or the Fiber Channel. Certain aspects of such 
interfaces are often standardized in order that various 
devices from different manufacturers can be interchanged 
and all can be connected to a common interface. Such 
standards are typically speci?ed by some standards com 
mittee of an organization such as the American National 
Standards Institute (“ANSI”). 
One standardized interface for exchanging data between 

various storage devices and various computers is the ?ber 
channel. In some embodiments, the ?ber-channel standard 
includes arbitrated loops (described further below). In some 
embodiments, the ?ber-channel standard supports a SCSI 
like protocol for controlling data transfers. 
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2 
Fiber channels represent signi?cant advantages over 

Small Computer Standard Interface (“SCSI”) designs. Fiber 
channels provide signi?cantly higher bandwidths, currently 
up to about 106 megabytes per second, compared to between 
two and twenty megabytes per second for traditional SCSI 
designs. Fiber channels provide greater connectivity in that 
up to one-hundred twenty-six devices (including the host) 
may be connected, as compared to a maximum of seven or 
?fteen devices in typical SCSI environments. The ?ber 
channel can be attached with a single connector and does not 
require a switch. A ?ber channel using coaxial electrical 
conductors operates at distances of up to thirty meters 
between devices, and up to ten kilometers using ?ber optics 
for an entire channel, as compared to a maximum total 
length of up to twenty-?ve meters for SCSI environments. In 
SCSI environments, errors in data transmission are detected 
through use of parity, whereas in ?ber channels, errors are 
identi?ed by a running disparity and cyclic-redundancy 
code check (“CRC check”) information. More information 
can be found in US. Pat. No. 5,802,080 entitled “CRC 
Checking Using a CRC Generator in a Multi-port Design,” 
and US. Pat. No. 5,663,724 entitled “16B/20B Encoder,” 
both by the present inventor, Westby, and commonly 
assigned to the present assignee Seagate Technology, Inc., 
each of which is incorporated by reference. 
The ?ber-channel arbitrated loop (“FC-AL”) is an 

industry-standard system employing a byte-oriented 
DC-balanced (0,4) run-length-limited 8B/10B-partitioned 
block-transmission code scheme. The FC-AL operates at a 
clock frequency of 106.25 MHZ. One form of an 8B/ 10B 
encoder/decoder is described in US. Pat. No. 4,486,739 
granted Dec. 4, 1984 for “Byte Oriented DC Balanced (0,4) 
8B/ 10B Partitioned Block Transmission Code” by Fra 
naszek et al., which is incorporated by reference. 
A ?ber-channel arbitrated loop (“FC-AL”) allows for 

multiple devices, each called “a node,” to be connected 
together. A node may be any device (a computer, 
workstation, printer, disc drive, scanner, etc.) of the com 
puter system having an interface allowing it to be connected 
to a ?ber-channel “topology” (de?ned just below). Each 
node has at least one port, called an NL port (“node-loop 
port”) to provide access to other nodes. The components that 
connect two or more ports together are collectively called a 
“topology” or a “loop.” Each node communicates with all 
other nodes within the provided topology or loop. 

Ports are the connections in a ?ber-channel node, though 
which data may pass over the ?ber channel to ports of other 
nodes (the outside world). A typical ?ber-channel drive has 
two ports packaged within the drive’s node. Each port 
includes a pair of “?bers”ione to carry information into the 
port and one to carry information out of the port. Each 
“?ber” is a serial data connection, and, in one embodiment, 
each ?ber is actually a coaxial wire (e.g., coaxial copper 
conductors, used when the nodes are in close proximity to 
one another); in other embodiments, a ?ber is implemented 
as an optical ?ber for at least some of its path (e.g., when 
nodes are separated by an appreciable distance, such as 
nodes in different cabinets or, especially, different 
buildings). The pair of ?bers connected to each port (one 
carrying data into the port, the other carrying data out from 
the port) is called a “link” and is part of each topology. Links 
carry information or signals packaged in “frames” between 
nodes. Each link can handle multiple types of frames (e.g., 
initialization, data, and control frames). 

Since each ?ber carries data in one direction only, nodes 
are connected to one another along a loop, wherein the nodes 
must arbitrate for control of the loop when they have data to 
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transfer. “Arbitration” is the process of coordinating the 
nodes to determine Which one has control of the loop. 
Fiber-channel arbitrated loops attach multiple nodes in the 
loop Without hubs or sWitches. The node ports use arbitra 
tion operations to establish a point-to-point data-transfer 
circuit. FC-AL is a distributed topology Where each port 
includes at least the minimum necessary function to estab 
lish the circuit. The arbitrated-loop topology is used to 
connect any number of nodes betWeen tWo and one-hundred 
tWenty-six (126) node ports. 

In some embodiments, each node includes dual ports 
(each connected to a separate loop) Which provide 
redundancy, so that if one loop fails, the other one can ful?ll 
the loop duties. Dual ports also alloW tWo hosts (e.g., tWo 
host computers) to share a single drive. 

In typical ?rst- and second-generation FC-AL drives, the 
tWo ports shared the frame-validation and frame-generation 
logic. This meant that if one port Was receiving or trans 
mitting a frame, the alternate port Was effectively busy 
(since it could not simultaneously use the frame-validation 
and frame-generation logic), and the alternate port Was thus 
forced to deny its host-bus adapter permission to send 
frames. Some host-bus adapters Would continuously have to 
arbitrate and attempt to send a frame over and over until the 
primary port closed. Also, the drive Was only able to transmit 
on one port at a time. In some cases, an outbound data 
transfer on a given port Would have to be paused in order to 
send a response or perform loop initialization on the other 

(alternate) port. 

CRC Background 

Most data-transmission operations employ error checking 
by Which an error code, based on the header and payload 
data of the transmission, is checked to verify the integrity of 
the received header and payload data. One such error 
checking scheme employs cyclic-redundancy-code (“CRC”) 
information. A typical circuit employing CRC error check 
ing Will include a CRC checker to verify the integrity of 
received data Words and a CRC generator to generate CRC 
information for digital Words being transmitted. In multi 
port designs, a CRC checker and a CRC generator must be 
available for each port to handle veri?cation of each 
received digital Word and to generate CRC information for 
each digital Word being transmitted. In many applications, 
the circuit or loop-interface module transmits on only one 
port at a time. For example, a disc-drive subsystem com 
municating through a multi-port interface module to a 
computer netWork Would prepare and transmit data through 
only a single port at any given time. HoWever, the loop 
interface module might attempt to receive data through 
plural ports at a given time. 
One approach to reception of data through plural ports is 

to simply inhibit reception of data through other ports When 
one port is already receiving data. This approach alloWs 
common resources, such as the CRC checker or the frame 
validation logic, to be shared among the several ports. The 
?rst port to receive data seiZes use of the common resources 
to the exclusion of the other ports, and the other ports are 
inhibited from receiving data. Hence, incoming data cannot 
be received on the other ports and the other ports are limited 
to the function of data transmission. This approach resulted 
in the other ports receiving a “busy” condition in response 
to requests to transmit data, and necessitated repeating the 
sequence to request transmission of data again and again, 
until the ?rst port completed the operation it Was performing 
and freed-up the common resource. 
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4 
Loop InitialiZation Background 

In plural loop netWorks, it is necessary to “initialize” a 
loop after an error condition is detected, as Well as When a 
loop-interface module is connected into the channel, or 
When the ?ber channel is poWered up. InitialiZation is 
ordinarily accomplished by transmitting loop-initialization 
data onto the loop. HoWever, if a loop-interface module 
connected to the loop is already receiving data through a port 
connected to another loop, that loop-interface module might 
not be able to receive the loop-initialization data. Normally, 
under such circumstances the data transfer is suspended, and 
loop initialiZation is alloWed to proceed ?rst. In other 
instances, the loop-initialiZation sequence Will stall, and go 
into a continuous-retry mode until the other loop (of the 
dual-loop node) completes receiving data. Moreover, if the 
loop-interface modules can receive only on one loop at a 
time, the modules cannot receive data through another port 
While loop initialiZation is occurring on one channel. 

Fiber links have received considerable attention in con 
nection With transmission of data betWeen various devices of 
a computer netWork. More particularly, ?ber channels offer 
signi?cant advantages over Small Computer System Inter 
face (“SCSI”) buses in terms of higher bandWidth, greater 
connectability, greater ease of attachment of modules, 
greater transmission distance, and other factors. For 
example, a typical SCSI bus is able to handle up to ?fteen 
(l5) modules With a total distance of up to about 25 meters, 
Whereas a ?ber channel can handle up to one-hundred 
tWenty-six (126) modules With a distance of about thirty 
meters betWeen modules using electrical transmission, or up 
to ten kilometers using optical transmission. Thus, in order 
to achieve a data-transfer rate of, for example, a terrabyte/ 
second peak, it Would require up to seventy SCSI buses but 
Would need only about ten ?ber channels. 

It is important that a channel be brought up to operation 
(i.e., “initialiZed”) as early as possible to reduce the load of 
data traf?c that Would otherWise be imposed on other 
channels. 

There is, therefore, a need for an arrangement to permit 
multi-port loop-interface modules to receive data and non 
data frames on plural channels simultaneously, or to transmit 
frames on one channel While receiving data on another, or to 
transmit initialiZation and response frames on plural chan 
nels simultaneously. There is also a need for better and 
increased data-checking capability for data stored in on-chip 
buffers. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

A method and apparatus to reduce arbitrated-loop over 
head. In the present invention, control of a ?ber-channel 
loop is maintained (i.e., the loop connection is held open) as 
long as a minimum amount of data, Which optionally is 
determined by programming (called a “programmable 
amount of data”), is available for transmission, in order to 
reduce the overall amount of time spent arbitrating for 
control of the loop. Described is a communications channel 
system for reducing arbitration overhead. The system 
includes a ?rst channel node having a ?rst port and a second 
port, each port supporting a ?ber-channel arbitrated-loop 
serial communications channel. Each one of the ports arbi 
trates for control of that port’s attached communications 
channel. The system further includes an arbitration-and 
control apparatus to reduce arbitrated-loop overhead. The 
arbitration-and-control apparatus arbitrates for the port’s 
control of a loop of the communications channel and, after 
control is achieved, maintains control of the communica 
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tions channel as long as a predetermined amount of data is 
available Within control of the channel node. One embodi 
ment of the invention further includes a channel-node circuit 
chip, the chip having an on-chip data bulfer, Wherein the 
predetermined amount of data (that Which is required to 
maintain control of the loop) includes a predetermined 
amount of on-chip data Within the on-chip data buffer. The 
system further includes an off-chip memory, and the prede 
termined amount of data includes a predetermined amount 
of off-chip data Within the off-chip memory that is distinct 
from the predetermined amount of on-chip data. In some 
embodiments the predetermined amount of on-chip data 
includes a programmable amount of data. In other embodi 
ments the predetermined amount of off-chip data includes a 
programmable amount of data. In yet other embodiments, 
the predetermined amount of on-chip data includes a pro 
grammable amount of data, the predetermined amount of 
off-chip data further includes a programmable amount of 
data, and the predetermined a mount of off-chip data is a 
different amount than the predetermined amount of on-chip 
data. 
Some embodiments of the above system embodiments 

further include a magnetic-disc-storage drive operatively 
coupled to the ?rst channel node; and a computer system 
having a second channel node. The second channel node is 
operatively coupled to the ?rst channel node in a ?ber 
channel loop in order to transfer data betWeen the ?rst and 
second channel nodes through the ?ber-channel arbitrated 
loop serial communications channel. 

Another aspect of the present invention provides a disc 
drive that includes a rotatable disc, a transducer in trans 
ducing relationship to the rotating disc, and a channel node 
having a ?rst port and a second port. Each port supports a 
?ber-channel arbitrated-loop communications channel. Each 
communications channel includes a cyclic-redundancy code 
Within data transmissions on the communications channel. 
The channel node is operatively coupled to the transducer to 
communicate data. The disc drive further includes an 
arbitration-and-control apparatus operatively coupled to the 
channel node to reduce arbitrated-loop overhead. The 
arbitration-and-control apparatus arbitrates for control of a 
loop of the communications channel and, after control is 
achieved, maintains control of the communications channel 
as long as a predetermined amount of data is available Within 
control of the channel node. 

In some embodiments the disc drive further includes a 
channel-node circuit chip Within the channel node. The chip 
has an on-chip data buffer, and the predetermined amount of 
data (that Which is required to maintain control of the loop) 
includes a predetermined amount of on-chip data Within the 
on-chip data buffer. The chip is also operatively coupled to 
an off-chip memory, and the predetermined amount of data 
further includes a predetermined amount of off-chip data 
Within the off-chip memory that is distinct from the prede 
termined amount of on-chip data. 

Yet another aspect of the present invention provides a 
communications method that includes steps of: (a) arbitrat 
ing for control of a loop of a ?ber-channel arbitrated-loop 
serial communications channel; and (b) maintaining control 
of the loop of the communications channel as long as a 
predetermined minimum amount of data is available Within 
control of the channel node, Whereby arbitrated-loop over 
head is reduced. 

In some embodiments the maintaining step (b) further 
includes steps of: 

(b)(i) determining an on-chip amount of data available in 
a channel-node circuit chip; 
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6 
(b)(ii) determining an off-chip amount of data available in 

an off-chip memory; and 

(b)(iii) comparing the on-chip amount of data available to 
a predetermined minimum-required amount of on-chip 
data; 

(b)(iv) comparing the off-chip amount of data available to 
a predetermined minimum-required amount of off-chip 
data; and 

(b)(v) maintaining control of the loop based on these 
comparisons. 

In some such embodiments, the maintaining step (b) 
further includes a step of 

(b)(vi) programmably changing the predetermined 
minimum-required amount of on-chip data and the 
predetermined minimum-required amount of off-chip 
data. 

In other embodiments the maintaining step (b) further 
includes a step of 

(b)(vii) programmably changing the predetermined 
minimum-required amount of off-chip data to a differ 
ent amount than the predetermined minimum-required 
amount of on-chip data. 

In yet other embodiments the maintaining step (b) further 
includes a step of 

(b)(viii) programmably changing the predetermined 
minimum-required amount of off-chip data. 

In some embodiments the method further includes trans 
ferring data through the ?ber-channel arbitrated-loop serial 
communications channel betWeen a magnetic-disc-storage 
drive that is operatively coupled to the ?rst channel node and 
a computer system having a second channel node, Wherein 
the second channel node is operatively coupled to the ?rst 
channel node by the ?ber-channel arbitrated-loop serial 
communications channel. 

Still another aspect of the present invention provides a 
?ber-channel node controller system for reducing arbitration 
overhead that includes a channel node having a ?rst port and 
a second port. Each port supports a ?ber-channel arbitrated 
loop serial communications channel. Each communications 
channel includes a cyclic-redundancy code Within data 
transmissions on the communications channel. This system 
also includes an arbitration-and-control mechanism for 
reducing arbitrated-loop overhead. In one embodiment, the 
arbitration-and-control mechanism arbitrates for control of a 
loop of the communications channel and, after control is 
achieved, maintains control of the communications channel 
as long as a predetermined amount of data is available Within 
control of the channel node. 

Thus, the present invention provides a signi?cant perfor 
mance enhancement by arbitrating for control of a loop of a 
?ber channel, and then maintaining control of the loop as 
long as a predetermined minimum amount of data is avail 
able Within control of the node. This reduces arbitrated-loop 
overhead by reducing the number of times in Which the node 
interface must relinquish control of the port, only to have the 
data needed arrive soon thereafter and then having to 
re-arbitrate for control of the loop. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a disc drive 100 With a 
?ber-channel node interface. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an information-handling 
system 1200 incorporating the present invention. 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a ?ber-channel node 
interface chip 110. 


































